
>>> ONE SOLUTION

 DUAL-ACTION MOA

Diamondback® has a unique dual-action MOA that is designed for calcium and enables  
simultaneous modification of  both intimal and medial calcium.

Crown’s diamond surface 
sands intimal calcium1

Dual-action MOA fractures  
medial calcium2

DIAMONDBACK’S ORBITAL ATHERECTOMY ADVANTAGE 
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FRACTURE ONLY 

DUAL-ACTION 

Diamondback sands and fractures for optimal 
stent delivery, expansion and apposition in 
severely calcified lesions.1,3,4

Sands intimal calcium,  
fractures medial calcium.

Designed to treat 360° of   
the vessel wall, including  
calcium nodules

Healthy tissue flexes away  
from the crown, including when 
treating eccentric segments.

Sands and fractures calcium, enabling compliance change across a wide range of  calcified lesions

CORONARY  
DIAMONDBACK 36O®

Dual-Action Mechanism of Action (MOA)

SANDING ONLY 
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Indication: The Diamondback 360 Coronary Orbital Atherectomy System (OAS) is a percutaneous orbital atherectomy system indicated to facilitate stent 
delivery in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) who are acceptable candidates for PTCA or stenting due to de novo, severely calcified coronary artery 
lesions. Contraindications: The OAS is contraindicated when the ViperWire Advance® Coronary guide wire cannot pass across the coronary lesion or the 
target lesion is within a bypass graft or stent. The OAS is contraindicated when the patient is not an appropriate candidate for bypass surgery, angioplasty, 
or atherectomy therapy, or has angiographic evidence of thrombus, or has only one open vessel, or has angiographic evidence of significant dissection at the 
treatment site and for women who are pregnant or children. Warnings/Precautions: Performing treatment in excessively tortuous vessels or bifurcations may 
result in vessel damage; The OAS was only evaluated in severely calcified lesions, a temporary pacing lead may be necessary when treating lesions in the right 
coronary and circumflex arteries; On-site surgical back-up should be included as a clinical consideration; Use in patients with an ejection fraction (EF ) of less 
than 25% has not been evaluated. See the instructions for use before performing Diamondback 360 coronary orbital atherectomy procedures for detailed 
information regarding the procedure, indications, contraindications, warnings, precautions, and potential adverse events. Caution: Federal law (USA) restricts 
this device to sale by, or on the order of, a physician. 
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OCT IMAGING

PROVEN RESULTS IN COMPLEX PATIENTS

Diamondback 360 Dual-Action technology enables simultaneous modification of  both intimal and medial calcium 
for optimal stent delivery, expansion and apposition in severely calcified lesions

LOW RATES OF PROCEDURAL COMPLICATIONS

ORBIT II Pivotal Trial: 
Prospective, multi-centered, core lab adjudicated  
U.S. trial. 443 patients. Met primary safety and 
efficacy endpoints in challenging, heavily stenosed 
lesions (84.4%, 0.5 mm min lumen diameter).

Lee Real-World Multicenter Registry:  
Retrospective registry at 3 U.S. Sites. 458 patients. 
High angiographic and procedural success in  
complex coronary lesions.

Beohar Real-World Experience:  
Retrospective, single center registry. 519 patients. 
High angiographic and procedural success in  
complex coronary lesions.

Severe Calcified Nodule Atherectomy MSA Maximized

<1% component angiographic complications  
in 2 real-world studies of ~1000 patients

Angiographic Complications5,6,7

Images courtesy of R. Shlofmitz. 



>>> ONE SOLUTION

 DUAL-ACTION MOA

PERIPHERAL  
DIAMONDBACK 36O®

Dual-Action Mechanism of Action (MOA)

The Diamondback® device’s unique dual-action MOA is designed for calcium and enables  
simultaneous modification of  both intimal and medial calcium.

Crown’s diamond surface  
sands calcium in the intimal layer

Differential sanding and pulsatile forces  
fracture deeper layers of  calcium1,2

DIAMONDBACK ORBITAL ATHERECTOMY ADVANTAGE 
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FRACTURE ONLY 

DUAL-ACTION 

Sands and fractures to improve vessel 
compliance prior to balloon angioplasty3

Sands intimal calcium and 
fractures medial calcium2

Effective in treating a wide 
range of  calcified lesions4,5 
and lesions with mixed plaque4

Healthy tissue flexes away 
from the crown, minimizing 
damage to the vessel wall6
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Brief Statement: The Diamondback 360® Peripheral Orbital Atherectomy System is a percutaneous orbital atherectomy system indicated for use as therapy in 
patients with occlusive atherosclerotic disease in peripheral arteries and stenotic material from artificial arteriovenous dialysis fistulae. Contraindications for 
the system include for use in coronary arteries, bypass grafts, stents, or where thrombus or dissections are present. Although the incidence of adverse events 
is rare, potential events that can occur with atherectomy include: pain, hypotension, CVA/TIA, death, dissection, perforation, distal embolization, thrombus 
formation, hematuria, abrupt or acute vessel closure, or arterial spasm. Caution: Federal law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician. 

1  Zheng Y, et al. Experimental investigation of the abrasive crown dynamics in orbital atherectomy. Med Eng Phys. 2016 Jul;38(7):639-647. 
2  CSI Data on file 
3  Dattilo R, et al. The COMPLIANCE 360° Trial: a randomized, prospective, multicenter, pilot study comparing acute and long-term results of orbital atherectomy 

to balloon angioplasty for calcified femoropopliteal disease. J Invasive Cardiol. 2014 Aug;26(8):355-60. 
4  Das T, et al. Technique optimization of orbital atherectomy in calcified peripheral lesions of the lower extremities: the CONFIRM series, a prospective 

multicenter registry. Catheter Cardiovasc Interv. 2014 Jan 1;83(1):115-22. 
5  CSI Data On File. LIBERTY OAS Subanalysis
6 Krishnan P, et al. Minimal Medial Injury After Orbital Atherectomy. J Endovasc Ther. 2017 Feb;24(1):167-168.

CASE EXAMPLE

PROVEN RESULTS REGARDLESS OF CALCIUM BURDEN 

Modifies plaque in a broad range of  calcified lesions with a high rate of  procedural success and  
effectiveness at 12 months.

LIBERTY OAS Sub-study5  N=251

Procedural success <50% residual  
stenosis for target lesion (core lab) 97.5% 93.5% 89.3%

Freedom from TVR/TLR at 12 months 82.3% 84.1% 80.0%

MINIMAL/MILD 
CALCIUM 

(Grade 1-2)

SEVERE  
CALCIUM 
(Grade 4)

MODERATE  
CALCIUM 
(Grade 3)

Calcium grades based on PACSS

Image courtesy of Dr. Mehmet Cilingiroglu.

Results vary based upon plaque morphology, calcification, and anatomy.

OAS treatment of a calcified lesion 
in the anterior tibial artery using 
a 1.25 mm solid crown. 

VH-IVOCT showed successful  
fracture of  the calcium, leading  
to expansion of  the vessel. Purple 
arrows indicate calcium wedges 
(blue) that are diminished in size 
after atherectomy and ballooning.

Baseline Post–OAS Post–Angioplasty
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